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David Wong Nan Fay
Chairman, ASOCIO

New Year Message from
Chairman Mr. David Wong
Let me take this opportunity to wish you a great 2020 year ahead. Looking back over the past years, we have achieved so
much albeit in a turbulent and transformational environment. I am proud to note that in 2019 we have undertaken 26
milestone events successfully, comprising conferences, trade visit, appointments, collaborations, MOU signings,
launches and others including our 35th Anniversary commemoration. ASOCIO was also inaugurated in December 2019
with a prestigious award from Brand Laureate for being “Impetus to the digital development and transformation in the
Asian Oceanian region”. This is indeed a recognition of ASOCIO’s contributions and leaderships in driving the industry
over the last 35 years. We are proud of her achievements, which are attributed to all member economies in ASOCIO. In
addition, ASOCIO signed an MOU with Brand Laureate to collaborate on skills and competency frameworks with the
objective of improving HR developments in the region. Again an exciting project to lift the HR talent and development
in the region to a higher level.
2019 had indeed been a busy and eventful year and again my appreciation to all member economies who have been so
supportive in making each of these milestones a success in particular the recent ASOCIO PIKOM Digital Summit 2019
hosted by PIKOM in Kuala Lumpur in November, which attracted a crowd of over 600 local and overseas delegates. We
were proud to launch ASOCIO’s ﬁrst policy paper on Data Privacy, present ASOCIO Excellence Awards to 25 winners from
the region as well as launch ASOCIO’s very own song titled “We are Family”.
Gazing into the next 12 months, the most pertinent question is, “Will 2020 be a better year economically, socially, and
politically?” Also, what will the state of health of the IT industry in our respective economies and the region be as a whole?
Whilst each of the member economies has their challenges and opportunities, the inevitable risks remain the global and
systemic risks.
The KPMG Australia survey of almost 200 C-suite executives (Top 10 issues keeping business leaders awake in 2020)
reveals digital transformation as the top issue keeping them awake, as they look to technology to meet rising customer
expectations and cut operating costs.
The other concerns about the geopolitical and economic environment had risen signiﬁcantly over the past 12 months,
partly due to the uncertainty around the US-China trade war. More so if the risk of these trade wars spread to countries
in our region.
Meanwhile in ASOCIO, 2020 will continue to be a busy year as we plan to host the various key signature events like the
MTVs, Smart Cities and Digital Summits.
Our ﬁrst event for the year will be the multilateral trade visit (MTV) event to be hosted by CISA in Taiwan during the ﬁrst
quarter. The last time we were congregated in Taipei was 2017 in conjunction with WCIT2017. We are looking forward to
this trade visit.
Finally, I wish you all well and the success that you deserved and together as a family let us take on the challenges of 2020
and transform them into opportunities in particular driving digital transformation in the region.
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ASIA-PACIFIC IT
INDUSTRY CALLS FOR
REGIONAL DATA
PRIVACY LAW HARMONIZATION

DATA PRIVACY
PAPER
MEDIA RELEASE
December 2019

The Asian-Oceanian Computing Industry Organization (ASOCIO), a grouping of national IT
industry associations representing 24 economies in the Asia Paciﬁc region, has called for
national governments to work on the harmonization of data privacy laws as a matter of
priority, to promote regional trade and economic development while ensuring personal
data is protected.
ASOCIO’s call-to-action is contained in a policy guidance paper released at the 2019 ASOCIO-PIKOM
Digital Summit in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; Titled "ASOCIO’s Policy Guidance on Data Privacy:
Preserving Privacy while Enhancing Access to Personal Data with Greater Trust in Asian-Oceanian
Region” https://www.asocio.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/ASOCIO-Privacy-Policy-FINAL-1.pdf
Member economies, namely from Australia, Bangladesh. India, Korea, Japan, Malaysia,
Singapore, and Thailand participated in developing this policy paper.
ASOCIO recognizes that the Asian and Oceanian region is potentially the centre of global
digitalization, and its members are playing key roles to shape the future Digital Economy
with increased cross-border trades of which trust is a key element.
ASOCIO Chairman, David Wong noted that ASOCIO, as a responsible stakeholder in the
region, is seeking to underscore the importance of improving trust by protecting personal
data across jurisdictions and at the same time promote increasing cross-border trades and
collaborations.
“For this growth to be enabled and expand eﬀectively, and for consumers and citizens to
have trust and conﬁdence, the data privacy protection agenda must be more common
among Asian countries, more practically implementable and - concurrently - eﬀective in
ensuring reasonable protection of personal data.”.
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DATA PRIVACY
PAPER
ASOCIO recommendation is based
on three key approaches:
MEDIA RELEASE
• Risk-based, reﬂecting the scale, data
December 2019
type/sensitivity, and transfer frequency;
• Accountable, with mutual recognition of,
and interoperability with, existing/planned data
governance certiﬁcation; and
• Inclusive, where frequent, open consultations with data protection
specialists, businesses, lawmakers and consumer groups occur
transparently.
“Collectively, these raise consumer trust, reduce compliance costs and minimize legal
complexity,” Mr Wong said, “noting that adoption of these recommendations by
business partners, consumers, policymakers and ASOCIO member businesses will
promote freer, safeguarded data ﬂows that enable regional economic growth and closer
cooperations across the region.”
Mr Wong further added, “These principles are also the key elements of the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and also APEC’s Cross Border
Privacy Rules (CBPR).”
ASOCIO is advocating and supporting these principles be adopted by all governments in
the region to enhance trade, collaboration and most importantly cultivate the necessary
trusts. The current situation of unwieldy fragmentation of laws and regulations, and
country-centric focus are deemed not eﬀectively protecting data privacy and especially
when data cross the borders”.
Mr Wong also aﬃrmed that ASOCIO and its national member associations stood ready
to work with governments and industries, as well as regional inter-governmental
organizations (ASEAN, APEC, EAF) to enable the development of coordinated and
harmonized national laws.

Media Contact:
Mr Woon Tai Hai, Secretary-General
ASOCIO LTD.
+60376220079
WWW.ASOCIO.ORG
enquiry@asocio.org
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Council and General Assembly
This is the 52nd Council Meeting held on 11th September 2019 in conjunction with the
ASOCIO PIKOM Digital Summit in Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA.

Countries represented include
Australia

Thailand

Singapore

Myanmar

Bangladesh

Japan

Bhutan

Malaysia

Taiwan

Vietnam

Korea

India

Hong Kong
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ASOCIO-PIKOM
Digital Summit
11 - 13 November 2019

ASOCIO-PIKOM Digital Summit 2019 was held in Kuala Lumpur on 11 – 13 November 2019. It is an annual
event hosted among ASOCIO’s 24 member economies. The theme this year is “Deﬁning the Future” and the
Summit was packed with powerful and renowned local and regional speakers and panelists with topics like
Future of Works – Age of Extinctions, Rise of the Machines!
To help understand what is happening and how we can be part of this exciting times, the event had lined up
an action-packed agenda that included conversations around Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Big Data and Analytics,
Cybersecurity, Machine Learning, Human Capital, Entrepreneurship and Women in Tech. Concurrent to the
summit, there was also exhibition and business matching ongoing.
Almost 600 delegates attended the event including international delegates from the ASOCIO region, C-levels,
ICT leaders, Government agencies, end user groups and others. We thank you all who attended the event and
made it a successful one!

ASOCIO-PIKOM
DIGITAL SUMMIT 2019
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Conference

ASOCIO-PIKOM
Digital Summit
11 - 13 November 2019
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ASOCIO ICT
Awards & Gala Dinner

ASOCIO-PIKOM
Digital Summit
11 - 13 November 2019
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2019 ASOCIO Award Recipients
ASOCIO ICT Awards and Gala Dinner 2019 was held on 12 November,
after the summit. Congratulations to all awards recipients:

Association

Outstanding ICT
Company Award

Outstanding User
Organization Award

Digital
Government Award

ICT Education Award

ATCI

Summit Computer
Co. Ltd, Thailand

Betagro Public Company
Ltd. Thailand

Department of Consular Aﬀairs,
Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs, Thailand

School of Information Technology
Thonburi (KMUTT), Thailand

BCS

DATASOFT
Manufacturing
& Assembly Inc. Ltd,
Bangladesh

eGeneration, Bangladesh

Innovation Design & Entrepreneurship
Academy (iDEA), Bangladesh

Axtronics Inc, Taiwan ROC

Elitegroup Computer Systems
Co. Ltd, Taiwan ROC

CISA
FKII

DataSolutions Inc.,
Korea

Ulsan Port Authority, Korea

JISA

NTT Data Corporation,
Japan

NEC Platforms Ltd, Japan

MCIA

MBC Software
Development Center,
Myanmar

Directorate of Investment
and Company
Administration, Myanmar

PIKOM

Glocomp (M) Systems
Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

Serba Dinamik
Holdings Berhad, Malaysia

VINASA

CMC Corporation,
Vietnam

Vietnam Airlines JSC,
Vietnam

Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information (KISTI),
Korea

BIT Academy Center, Korea

YOUTH International College,
Myanmar

Malaysian Global Innovation
& Creativity Centre (MaGIC)

iTrain (M) Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

VNUHCM-University of Science,
Vietnam
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Launch of
Coffee Table Book

To commemorate ASOCIO’s 35th anniversary milestone, a coﬀee table book
was produced to highlight the key achievements and success over the last 35
years including showcasing our member economies’ proﬁles and industries.
Thank you all for contributing to this album.
The coﬀee table book was launched during the ASOCIO PIKOM Digital Summit
2019 award dinner in November 2019, in Kuala Lumpur.
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The 2019 Brand Laureate Award
to ASOCIO
ASOCIO was inaugurated with a prestigious Award for “Impetus Digital Development and Transformation in the region”
by Brand Laureate. Clearly a recognition that the regional IT federation has contributed and driven the IT industry over
the past years. Aptly timed, the award came during the year wherein ASOCIO Celebrate her 35th anniversary, having
been founded in 1984 by a handful of economies.
ASOCIO will continue to play the regional pivotal role in driving, promoting and assisting member economies in adopting
the digital economy. The force behind this is really all the economy members of the federation.
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MOU signing between ASOCIO
and Brand Laureate
A strategic MOU between ASOCIO and Brand Laureate was inked on 17th December 2019
during the Brand Laureate Award night in the Majestic Hotel, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia. The
objective of this collaboration is to uplift the human resource and talent development in
the region via introductions of eﬀective and proven competencies and skills frameworks
amongst member economies. A secondary objective is also to ensure that the various
relevant skills and competencies can be more streamlined and aligned in the region.
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2019 Key Events
1.

MTV event in Myanmar March

2.

Secretary General David Chang passing baton to Woon Tai Hai March

3.

Appointment of FKII Deputy Chairman, Dr. John Choi March

4.

Release of 1st Quarterly e-Newsletter May

5.

Appointment of AIIA as Co-Opt Vice Chairman June

6.

Plenary Meeting in Singapore June

7.

Signing of strategic partnership MOU with Victoria state of Australia June

8.

Formation of PTF committee June

9.

Appointment of FITIS as Co-Opt Vice Chairman June

10.

Release of 2nd Quarterly e-Newsletter July

11.

ASOCIO Smart City Summit 2019 in Bangkok August

12.

ASOCIO Smart City awards presented to 9 award recipients August

13.

Chairman attended Victoria state of Australia reception in Singapore October

14.

Chairman invited as key note speaker to the Smart City Summit 2019
in Danang, Vietnam October

15.

Release of 3rd Quarterly e-Newsletter October

16.

ASOCIO Council and General Assembly Kuala Lumpur November

17.

ASOCIO PIKOM Digital Summit 2019 Kuala Lumpur November

18.

ASOCIO ICT awards presented to 25 award recipients during the Digital Summit November

19.

Launched of the 35th Anniversary Coﬀee Table Book November

20.

Release of the inaugural Data Privacy Policy Guidance Paper November

21.

Secretary General moderated a panel on Public Policy in the annual OM Summit
(a chapter of PIKOM) November

22.

Chairman moderated a panel on Cross Border e-Commerce Dialogue by MDEC
(a Government agency driving e-commerce and digital economy) December

23.

ASOCIO inaugurated with a prestigious award “Impetus Digital Development and
Transformation in the Asian Oceanian“ by Brand Laureate December

24.

Press release of the launch of Data Privacy Policy guidance paper by the Malaysian News
Agency (BERNAMA) December

25.

MOU signing between ASOCIO and Brand Laureate - to lift the skills and competencies of the
HR development in the region through eﬀective frameworks December

26.

Release of 4th Quarterly e-Newsletter January 2020

ASOCIO: Asian-Oceanian Computing Industry Organization
Website: https://www.asocio.org
Email: enquiry@asocio.org
Please sign up and follow us closely
on Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram.

